TOWN COMMON REVITALIZATION COMMITTEE
NORTON MUNICIPAL CENTER
DPW CONFERENCE ROOM
Minutes
January 29, 2018

Call to order at 6:07 by Bob Kimball. Other members present were Keith Silver, Paul Schleicher, Gary Cameron, Sam Arena and Marcus Dennett. A number of guest were also present

Discussion about removal and restoration of common fence. Discussion followed. Molds are made and copies of fence pieces will be manufactured prior to broad replication. Cast iron will not be used, Ductaline steel will be used instead, easy to repair, will not break as easy as cast.

Keith will ok at getting sandblasting done locally on fence pieces. Welcome to Norton Sign being designed and made.

Discussion about lighting, trees, electrical, irrigation and benches. The common will be mined one to two feet down and replaced with new material. All small trees and shrubs will be removed. Native trees will be planted at a later date. Electrical and lighting will be addressed.

Discussion about Patranicity funding to raise cash by donations. Nancy Robbins will the information and will make a presentation at our next meeting.

Motion made by Gary Cameron seconded by Paul Schleicher, to adjourn. Meeting Adjourned at 7:00PM